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Abstract
In this paper we ask whether machine learning can apply to
musical ensembles as well as it does to the individual musical interfaces that are frequently demonstrated at NIME
and CHI. While using machine learning to map individual
gestures and sensor data to musical output is becoming a
major theme of computer music research, these techniques
are only rarely applied to ensembles as a whole. We have
developed a server-based system that tracks the touch-data
of an iPad ensemble and have used such techniques to
identify touch-gestures and to characterise ensemble interactions in real-time. We ask whether further analysis of this
data can reveal unknown dimensions of collaborative musical interaction and enhance the experience of performers.
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Introduction
Musical ensembles are complicated but fascinating examples of creative, collaborative interaction. When taking part
in free-improvisation [1], where the music is created with-

out boundary during the performance, ensembles display
continual negotiation and game-like interaction that has
been well-documented [2]. Machine Learning (ML) has recently become a major theme in computer music practice,
where ML algorithms have been used to map gestural data
captured from sensors to sound [4]. Frameworks such as
Wekinator [6], that assist with this process, have led to it
becoming widespread. We propose that ML can be applied
to a whole ensemble of performers as well. This could lead
to real-time understandings of ensemble negotiations and
interactions, and the large-scale musical structure of improvised performances.
Improvising algorithms that participate in musical ensembles as performers are often explored in computer music [5]. An alternative role for a computer system in improvising groups is as an ensemble director agent [11], where
the system tracks all performers simultaneously and directs high level aspects of the performance such as musical structure. We suggest that information sourced from
ensemble-application of ML could be used by ensemble
director agents for high-level interactions with performers.

Challenges and Rewards of Ensemble Performance

Figure 1: ML techniques have
been used inside digital musical
instruments to translate gestures
into sound, we suggest that these
techniques could be used to track
ensembles of performers and to
uncover new musical interactions.

Ensemble performance is a complex phenomena to track.
Not only does each performer produce a potential stream
of interaction and audio data from their instrument, but
performers make and break connections with each other
through (mostly non-verbal) communication, and simply by
playing in certain ways. Sensing and collecting this data is
an ongoing challenge. Experiencing this process, as well as
the resultant music, makes ensemble performance rewarding for participants and audiences.
Finding ways to track some of these interactions through
ML could be used to create systems that enhance ensem-

ble performances by assisting with the formation of particular structures. These systems could direct ensembles
to unusual artistic outcomes, and could, themselves, be
composed to support a variety of interactions. Enhancing
the connections between ensemble performers could be
especially useful in musical education, recreational musicmaking, or for assisting collaborative performances over the
internet.

Metatone Classifier
Metatone Classifier is a server application designed to connect to an ensemble of touch-screen performers and to automatically classify their touch gestures throughout a performance. Previous research showed that performers with our
apps use continuous percussive touch-gestures to express
musical ideas [8]. These gestures have no specific start or
end point, so rather than attempt to recognize command
gestures, our system makes classifications every second
based on the previous 5 seconds of touch-data to build a
sequences of touch gestures for each performer.
Metatone Classifier uses a Random Forest classifier [3]
from the Python Scikit-Learn package [10] to identify each
window of touch-data as one of nine basic performance
gestures in five simple groups: nothing, taps, swipes, swirls,
and combinations. Training data was sourced from a formally collected process that is detailed in previous work [9].
During performances Metatone Classifier generates sequences of touch gestures for each performer. Transition
Matrices (TMs) can be used to characterise these sequences
for all performances simultaneously [12]. We have applied
simple measures on TMs of these sequences to understand
the musical behaviour of the ensemble and, in particular, to
react to sudden changes of musical direction that segment
free-improvised performance [9]. Gesture classifications

Figure 2: We have collected data from more than 150 collaborative interaction sessions using our ensemble director agent that applies ML
techniques to the ensemble’s touch-movements. These sessions include rehearsals, performances, installations, and demonstrations. This
corpus constitutes a significant dataset for further investigations of creative interaction.

and structural data are returned to the touch-screen apps
which respond by changing their user interface according to
several designs.
Having implemented this system and performed with it for
around two years, we have collected data from more than
150 collaborative interaction sessions in ensembles of between two and seven members. This constitutes around
275000 gestural classifications at one second intervals.
Although this is far from a big-data corpus, it represents a
significant dataset of collaborative interaction that could be
interrogated with statistical techniques. What such an investigation would reveal about creative collaboration and
how DMIs and ensembles should respond to this data could
be the topic of much future work.
Although our recent work with Metatone Classifier has
demonstrated that this system can enhance some aspects
of performance, and although our artistic explorations of
agent-directed performance has been successful and re-

warding, we feel that our design could be further improved.
Gestural sequences could yield further information about interactions between ensemble members that could be used
in computer musical interfaces. Our scheme for classifying
touch gestures has only been used with a small number of
iPad apps developed within our research group and could
be useful for other touch-screen apps or even other styles
of instrument. Although Metatone Classifier communicates
with connected devices through a web-server, it has only
been used in local performances. Experiments with distributed, agent-mediated performance, could produce interesting artistic and research results. Metatone Classifier
is available online as a git repository [7] and we welcome
suggestions for further development!

Conclusion
Our experience with Metatone Classifier suggests that applying ML techniques to musical ensemble performances
can lead to the discovery of new musical interactions, and
enhance free-improvised performances. Creative use of

these techniques could help create new Ensemble Director Agents that interact with established performers, and
recreational musicians. The emergence of large sets of ensemble performance data suggests many questions for future investigations: What group interactions can be found in
this data? Can group behaviours in these sessions be predicted? How should DMIs react to new information about
ensemble interactions?
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